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About This Game

Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!

Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen

cards, and more!

Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.

Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.

Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.

5 beautiful scenes to build.

50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!

Choose between several delightful card designs.
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Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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This game is a work of art. It is one of the best games of our generation. I play this game professionally and am writing this
review in hopes of bringing more new people to the scene!

10/10 A++ so hot I would fry an egg. Not relevant to the game.. I really enjoyed the game before this new update... Now it's just
a battle royale type thing with money, where people PURCHASE weapons on a APOCALYPSE scenario... This was a great
game when I first played it on facebook and later on steam for the first time.

I would really play this again if the devs would make SURVIVAL a survival game again. No cash, no battle royale things, just
plain survival like the good old days.. Just to be clear, this story is not as in depth or long as Everlasting Summer. This is a very
short but sweet spin off which I would only recommend to players that enjoyed and completed all good endings of Everlasting
Summer. Translation could use a little work but it's nothing too serious.. Controls barely work; a waste of time...
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Point and click puzzle adventure that is fun and short.. The best game ever, better than any third\/first person shooter out there.
Get it now.. Nice we game. Sit back and relax and try your luck. Go for the upgraded weapons and avoid enemy fire, simple
enough concept but can get tricky over land, air, and sea.. Here is my gameplay video: https://youtu.be/djirKofBl_8

I really enjoyed this game so far. Great turret defense game. I can tell I'll be playing it to completion. Similar game style to
Kingdom Rush. Biggest difference between the 2 would be the setting and style. It's set into the future, where you have to defeat
robot armies! Good selection of towers. Has typical castable spells. Good tutorial introducing and explaining new things as you
unlock them. Graphics are decent. Has 2x speed to move the game faster, and ability to send waves early; 2 highly coveted
features for modern TD's. $2.99 was a steal. Honestly, still worth the $5.99 if you really like TD's.

EDIT: The more I play this, the more thumbs down I feel. It's a really fun TD game, but the difficulty scales very quickly and
over the top. You'll eventually be searching YouTube and Google for hours to beat 1 level, just to find out there wasn't enough
players of the game to bother to make videos and help. You'll find 1 here or there, but nothing consecutive.. pointless .. Bought
this game because PBG played it, 21/12 because of the purple car guy. Half Life 1 but harder and shorter.

Cool new guns and enemies, but the port is really bad so there are a lot of glitches
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